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tianity. '" Madam, Christianity is a noble 
religion. But how could any one be forced to 
change one's religion? General Rabuka's 
reported threat that those who do not choose to 
become Christians will find it difficult 'to live in 
Fiji speaks of his mind and the future of the 
Indian nationals in Fiji. There is a widespread 
fear in the minds of the ethnic Indians that their 
very existence is in danger. The fears are real as 
there is no doubt that the • General is a 
fundamentalist. He has already prohibited 
commercial activities on Sundays when even the 
public transport is banned. This is a very vital 
issue with far-reaching implications. The 
Government should con. sider the issue with all 
seriousness and take up the matter at the 
political level without delay to stop the anti-
secuJar move to deny freedom to the Indian 
nationals in Fiji to practise their religion. The 
Government should, if necessary, move the 
matter at the United Nations. 

 
Government's decision to send Indian 
Airlines Plots to the Republic of Nauro 

to break the strike of Air , Nauru 
Pilots" 

 

 

Death of eight workers in an accident in 
Bokaro Steel Plant due to reported violation 

of safety norms 

SHRl    SUNIL   BASU   RAY    (West 
Bengal): Madam Deputy Chairman, I want to 
draw   the   attention   of   the Minister  of Steel 
and     Mines     to     the fatail    accident   that    
took   place    at Bokaro Steel plant on 18th July, 
1988. Eight workmen—of    them only    three 
permanent employees    and five work, ing    
under    contractors—died in    the accident. 
They were crushed under an intermediate 
platform which fell down on them when the 
steel wire rope that suspended the    
intermediate platform snapped, an^ other 
workers who were seriously injured had to be 
hospitalised. The question is when repair work 
was going on    at the   blast   furnace, why no    
attention    was paid    to    see whether the    
intermediate    platform, the   suspending   wire, 
etc. were   in order  or  not. In   the  steel   plant     
if this type of accidents continue, if this type   of   
negligence   continues, then there   will be   no   
production in   the steel   plant. We   want   
more   steel 


